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Abstract

Recently developed variational techniques for determining upper

bounds on scattering lengths are applied to singlet and triplet scat-

tering of zero energy electrons by atomic hydrogen. The results ob-

tained are not only rigorous but are in fact somewhat lower and there-

fore somewhat better than those previously obtained by variational

methods. We find that the triplet and singlet scattering lengths,

Ar^ and A , respectively, satisfy the inequalities A^ < 1.91a andId X — O

A„ < 6.25a , where a is the Bohr radius. The only assumptions in-
S = o o

volved in the deduction of these results are that there be no bound

triplet state and one and only one boiuid singlet state. The singlet

trial function determined during the course of the calculation gene-

rates a singlet effective range, r , of about 2.7a . The triplet

trial functions which were obtained were not svifficiently accurate to

be useful in a determination of the triplet effective range, r .
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The problem of the scattering of electrons by hydrogen atoms has been

attacked since the earliest days of quantim mechanics. For the past ten

years ^ the principal method of attack has been the variational approach,

and it seemed for a time from the consistency of the results obtained,

even at very low energies, that the variational results obtained were quite

reliable. The triplet and singlet scattering lengths, A,^ and A^^, were esti-

mated to be as; 2.55a and A^^^^^ 7.02a , respectively , where a^ is the

2
Bohr radius. However, the recent work of Ohmura, Hara, and Yamanouchi

makes it likely that the value of A,^ is in fact somewhat smaller. These

authors use the shape independent approximation, with the binding energy of

H~ taken from theory and the singlet effective range r computed from

the 20 parameter H" wave function of Hart and Herzberg, and find

A,^ s; 6.1a . While some questions remain concerning the accuracy of the

shape independent approximation as applied to e H singlet scattering, we

will indeed show that A.^^ is considerably lower than the published vari-

ational estimates, and may well be close to 6a . The published variation-

al estimates of A,^ will also be shown to have been too high.

The method of attack of the present paper is based on the recently

developed variational techniques for determining a rigorous upper bound

"5-8
on the scattering length • For this method, it is essential that one

know, for a given symmetry, precisely how many composite bound states can

be formed of the scattering system and the incident particle (or incident

system) . It will be assumed in the present paper that there is one and

only one singlet bound state, and that there is no triplet bound state.

There is strong evidence, both experimentally and theoretically, that this

is the case, but the evidence is by no mesins conclusive. Should it turn
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out, for either symmetry^ that the mjiiiber of bound states is greater than

that vhich has been assumed^ the legitimacy of the bound obtained on the

corresponding scattering length in the present paper would be destroyed.

The determination of a bound is slightly simpler for the case of no

composite bound state. The triplet case is therefore treated first, in

Sec. 2. The singlet case is considered in Sec. J.

2 - TRIPLET SCATTERING

A. Formulation

Consider the scattering of electrons, with zero initial kinetic ener-

gy, by hydrogen atoms, for the state of zero total orbital angular momentiom.

Assume that the total spin angular momentum quantum nijmber is one. The

Hamlltonian of the system is

E =
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Tlie ground state energy of the hydrogen atom is of course given by

1 2/
Eg = - i e /a^.

We nov introduce the triplet trial function 'in,^\ > \ is any one of the

three triplet spin functions, normalized such that (>L,,X ) = 1. T is a

function of r , r , and r p which is antisymmetric in r and r^ and which

satisfies the boundary conditions

Y,
Tt

Y^^„ = (1 - F^)[R^iT^)i-l +
^J^/^J^)]

for i-^ or r^ - ". (2.5)

R^ is the hydrogen ground state fxmction, given by

r/a

v^) - a -5/^
=

'
°

o

while P is the space exchajige operator. We have finally

A^ $ A^+ (2m/ti^)
J

¥^(T + V - Eg)Y^dT, (2.1+)

where

dT = ^2.^2.^2^2^12^12' ^^'^^

B - Published Variational Calculations

The right hand side of Eq. (2.1^-) is sinrply the Kohn-Hulthen varational

estimate of A,^. Therefore^ though it was not realized at the time of their

publication, the varioxis Kohn-Hulthen variational calculations which have

been performed represent boimds on as well as variational estimates of

A^^. The Kohn res\ilts will necessarily be lower and therefore better than

the Hulthln estimates> we are here distinguishing between the two standard

methods of evaluating the variational parameters that appear in Eq. (2.h).



There have also appeared variational calcixLations in which 'Inappro-

7
priate' normalization was used, that is, a normalization different from

that of Eq. (2.3) hy a factor of I/a,^ . The results so obtained do not

necessarily represent hounds but can be trivially altered to do so.

Of the variational estimates of A^^ which have appeared we mention the

9calculation of Seaton , who obtained a nimierlcal solution of the static

(or exchange) equation, and the Kohn variational calculation, with the in-

clusion of polarization, performed by Massey and Moiseiwitch . (See

Table I.) Each of these calculations provides a bound on A ; the small

difference between the two results would seem to indicate that the effects

of polarization are unimportant in this problem. Such a conclusion would be

incorrect, however, as we shall now see.

C - An Improved Estimate of A,^

The fact that Eq. (2.^) represents a bound on A,^ as well as a varia-

tional estimate of A,^ gives of course much more concrete meaning to any

estimates deduced; the fact is further of some considerable practical con-

sequence since it makes it possible for the calculation to proceed in a

rather simpler and more systematic fashion than for a variational calcula-

tion not based on a mlnimimi principle. In particular, one can choose sets

of values of the non-linear parameters in the trial function ajid determine

the optimum values of the linear parameters for each set according to Kohn's

prescription. One need not then vary the non-linear parameters to such an

extent as to be able to locate that set for which the resiilt is station-

aiy . Rather, one can merely perform a succession of calculations

with different sets, each choice guided by the result of the previous calcu-

lation, and at whatever stage one decides to stop simply choose that set
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for wMch the resultant value is lowest. This is essentially the procedure

followed here.

We first considered the spatial trial function

^Tt = ^1 - \2^%-5/2re"''2^^(l _ e"''''l)/(x^aj - e"""^

-ex -dx -fx -gx -hx -|

+ Be + Ce (2.6)

where x, = r^ /a , x_= r^/a , and x^ ^= r, ^/a . The exponential parameters
1 1 o 2 2 o 12 12 o

12were chosen using the 'trial and error' method outlined above, and the

lowest bound on A^^ obtained using Eq. (2.6) appears in Table I. The corres-

ponding linear variational parameters and exponential parameters are given

in Table II. The consistency ratio, FL., defined by

\ =
IS:^^ (2mA2)y^^^(T + V - Eg)T^dT]/A^^

was found to differ considerably from unity. While no attempt was made to

determine the optimum set of exponential parameters it did not seem likely

that a set would be found which would give a value of R^ close to unity,

without raising the bound on A,^. Consequently, we considered a more flex-

ible trial function, which did not, however, add substantially to the com-

plexity of the calculations. We chose

_^/p -f'x,-g'x -h'x
W^^ = ^^^[Eci. (2.6)] + (1 - P^)a^ 5/2^^ 2 12^ ^2.7)

The parameters f',g', and h' were not varied but simply taken to be one of

the sets originally obtained in the analysis bases on Eq. (2.6) which gave

reasonably good results; the values f,g, and h were taken over intact. The

consistency ratio was thereby improved and a slightly lower boxind was obtained.

(See Table I.)
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We note that there exist some questions, in the present problem, con-

cerning the validity of the shape independent approximation and, indeed, the

correctness of the energy dependence which is usually assumed in the effec-

tive range expansion, due to the existence of long range polarization

effects. Nevertheless, ve have ignored these points in the present paper

and attempted to use the trial fiinction obtained in the variational calcula-

tion for an evaluation of the effective range. This attempt vas unsuccess-

f\il, however; the calculated value of r was extremely sensitive to the

choice of the exponential parameters. Apparently a more acciirate trial func-

tion is required, although no such difficulties were encountered in the cal-

culation of the singlet effective range, r (see Sec. j)*

While the trial function is not sufficiently accurate to enable one to

extract from it information about the effective range, r , one can learn

something about r from the value of A,^. Thus, ±f_ there were a triplet

bound state with a binding energy relative to that of the hydrogen atom

o p
given by 7 %. /2m, we woiild have, in the shape independent approximation.

^T " ^/\ * ^ ''oT^T
'

or

7n 1 ± (1 - 2r^^/A^)
/^oT

It follows therefore that if there is not to be a triplet bound state, the

quantity 7 can not be a real number, i.e. , we must have

There is no particular reason to believe that this estimate of r is an

accurate one. We note that in the singlet case, where there is a bound state,

similar reasoning leads to the inequality r < |- A,,. Of course, a more
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acciirate estimate can be obtained for the singlet case by using the known

H binding energy (see Sec. 5C).

3 - SINGLET SCATTERING

A. Formiilation

An expression for an upper bound on the scattering length which is valid

7when one and only one composite bound state exists has been given previously.

This result^ specialized to the case of singlet scattering of electrons by

hydrogen atoms ^ is

A3 g Ag^ + (2m/t2) J^^^(T + V - E^H^^^.

V^ T, and dT are given by Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.5), respectively. The

trial singlet scattering function is Y X , where X represents the nor-

malized singlet spin function and where the spatial function ^ is a func-

tion of r^ t , and r which is symmetric in r and r and which satisfies

the boiindary conditions

'^St
-^

^Stco " (1 + ^12^ K^''2^^-^
-^ W^l^] f°^ ^1 °^ ^2 -* "• (5.2)

The trial boiind state function is of the form »? X , where the spatial part
at, o

is normalized via

/ ^Bt"^-^ = 1



and must be sufficiently accurate so that

^Bt = / ^Bt^'^ ^ ^)^Bt^^ < V (5.3)

but 'f^, is otherwise arbitrary.
Bt

7
It has been shown that the expression for the bound given above

is entirely equivalent to a Kohn-Hulthen variational estimate of the scatter-

ing length, with a trial function of the form

^St = ^St'
-^

^^Bt^
(5.M

where f must satisfy Eq. (5'5)^ where the linear variational parameter b
Bt

mxist not appear in 'f-, , t or in Y_,,, and where 'H t must satisfy the boundary
ot Bt bt

conditions imposed on ^ in Eq. {j>,2).
ot

B. Published Variational Calculations

7
It was shown previously that a conversion of the nvmibers calculated by

15
Borowltz and Greenberg , in such a way as to remedy their 'inappropriate'

normalization, leads to the upper bound A S 7.65a . Their calculation could

be readily utilized to obtain a bound because in constructing a trial func-

tion, they included an arbitrary mviltiple of a trial H function (developed

by Chandrasekhar ) in the hope that this might prove an accurate repre-

sentation of the scattering function in the important region for which all

Interparticle distances are small. Whether or not this hope is in fact

realized, it nevertheless follows that their trial function, apart from its

normalization, is of precisely the correct form to lead to a bound.

There are a number of other published calculations from which bounds

on A can be deduced. In particular, it will now be shown that both a) the
S

static calculation of A and b) the Kohn variational estimate of Ag, as



9calculated by Seaton , are actually upper bounds.

The result a) follows as a particular example of a much more general

result that has been obtained previously . Thus, as a consequence of

Eq. (3-1) and the (assumed) fact that there is only one spatially symmetric

bound state of H , ve may conclude that the 'exact' static scattering length

lies above the true scattering length provided it is possible to find a trial

bound state function with a spatial part of the form

*Bt = ^(^2^^(^l) -^ V^l)^^^2^

and which satisfies Eq. (jO)- Such a function may easily be constructed so

that we do obtain a bound from the static calculation.

We now consider the proof of statement b). The trial function used by

Seaton in his Kohn variational calculation can not be written as in Eq. {^^)

However, as is shown in the Appendix, the Kohn estimate lies above A,^ if the

spatial part of the trial function can be written, in terms of the symmetric

functions n(r ,r ,r ) and $(r ,r,r) which do not contain A_ , as

'^st
= ^t" - "' (5.5)

where

j il{T + V - Eg)adT < 0, (5-6)

and where

- Vr^)

^ for r -* 00 , (5-7)

Since the trial function used by Seaton can be written in this form, the cal-

culation provides an upper bound.
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The primary significance of the development in the Appendix is not of

coiirse that one can utilize previously published calculations^ but rather

that one has slightly greater freedom in the choice of a trial function which

will lead to a bound on the scattering length. This increased freedom will

prove useful in the following subsection.

No attempt will be made to consider the other variational calculations

which have been performed^ for the calculations are sufficiently simple (as

opposed, for example, to scattering by a system of more than two particles,

or even to neutron-deuteron scattering) so that, foreanned with a minimum

principle, it is a trivial matter to obtain results which are lower and

therefore better than those previously derived by variational, calculations.

C An Improved Estimate of A^^

We have performed a variational calciilation of A,;^ with the spatial part

of the trial function given by

5/2V = (1 * ^12)%

-X -bx
e %,(l-e ^)/(x^a^)-e

-ex -dx -fx -gXg-hx^g

+ Be + Ce (5.8)

According to the previous discussion, an upper bound on Ag will be obtained

2
for those sets of exponential parameters such that the coefficient of B or

2 2
of C , or of A^. , in the integral

/ ^St^"^ ^ ^ - V^St'^'^

is negative.
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As it tianaed out, this condition was satisfied for all sets of exponential

parameters considered, so that the subsidiary condition played no role in

the actual calculation. (During the latter stages of the calculation the

2 2
coefficients of B and C were both positive so that it was necessary to

invoke the result derived in the Appendix and noted above, that a bound is

obtained if the coefficient of A,^ is negative.) As in the triplet calcu-

lation, a fair number of trials were made but it is not entirely clear how

close our final set of parameters is to the optimum set for the assumed form

of trial function; the lowest boimd obtained is given in Table I.

It is somewhat surprising that for the present singlet case, where a

bound state exists and where consequently one might expect it to be more

difficult to obtain an adequate trial function, it is possible to obtain a

very good consistency ratio, R^, with a trial function with only three linear

variational parameters whereas four were required for the presumably simpler

triplet case. Of cotrrse, a good consistency ratio does not actually guaran-

tee any-thing whatever regarding the accuracy of the result. Nevertheless,

we did not go on in the singlet case to the use of a trial function with four

linear variational parameters.

Using the estimate of A^^ thus obtained, along with the accurately known

binding energy of the H ion, the effective range, r „, was calculated from
Oo

the shape-independent approximation (we once again put aside any doubts as

to the validity of the form of the expansion)

A
-1 1 2

where

.2/ = (2mA^)|E^-E^|
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We obtain r „ = 2.70a . The effective ranee vas also calciilated from the
oS o

2
trial scattering fiinction, using the relation

^oS ^2/Ast') / (^Stcc'
- ^St')^^

- 8(1 - 2/A^^y

The last term in this expression arises from the symmetry of the wave function.

This equation yields r = 2.78a vhich agrees rather well with the previous

estimate. These values are to be compared with the value 2.646±0.0©4 obtained

k
by Ohmura and Ohmura using the very accurate gro\ind state H function of

Pekeris.

If we ignore the seemingly very unlikely possibility that either or both

of the scattering lengths are negative, we obtain as a bound on the zero energy

total cross-section

^otai
=

i ^« At' + i ^« A32 , l,9.8.a/.

Since we have only obtained one bound, it is difficult to make any estimate of

the reliability of the above value. Apart from the general desirability of

Introdueing a trial function with more parameters, it would seem reasonable

in any extension of the present calculation to choose a trial function which

effectively generates the long range 1/r polarization potential.
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APPENDIX

It vlll now be shown that the conditions under which a Kohn variational

calculation provides an upper bound on the scattering length can be extended

to include the case where the trial function may be written as in Eq. (3-5)^

subject to the conditions given by Eqs. (3-6) and (3.7) •

We are still concerned with the case for which there is one and only one

bound state. The result is valid for scattering of one compound system by

another^ but for clarity of presentation the proof will be given for the prob-

lem at hand, the singlet scattering of electrons by hydrogen atoms; use will

be made of the notation introduced in the text.

The method of proof is simply to show the identity of the Kohn result,

in which the prescribed form of trial function is used, and the rigorous

bound. The Kohn variational principle reduces at zero energy to

^ - ^t -^ (2mA2) f^^^iE - Eg)f3^dT . (A-1)

If we substitute the expression for ^ given by Eq. (3«5) into Eq. (A-1), and

use the relationship

/ n(H - Eg)*dT: - / 0(H - E2)fldT = - (ti^/2m).

we find

(ii^/2m)Aga; T oCH - Eg)$dT - 2 A^^
J

a{E - Eg)MT

VV"^^ - ^^"'^'^ •
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Varying the right hand side with respect to A,^ leads to

so that

(ti^/2m)Ag :i; / $(H - Eg)MT - / (2(H - Ej^)OdT / / n(H - Ejj)ndT. (A-2)

JJov the rigorous upper hound on A,;^ is given by

- [/v^-v^st'HV/v^-v^Bt^^- ^^-5)

Here Y , is a function which is normalized and which is sufficiently accurate
Bt

to give a composite bound state of H . Actually, the normalization of 1 is

clearly irrelevant, and it is trivial to show by the use of a limiting process

that in fact "i^, need not even be normalizable; a symmetric function which
Bt

satisfies the boundary condition

Y "* const. R^(r )/r for r -* «

suffices. ^ We can then set T_, = Q- Further, the choice !„., = is
l3t oT*

permissible, corresponding to the choice A,:^
, ,

= 0. We then find that the

upper bound on A,^^ provided by Eq. (A-5) becomes identical with the Kohn

tional estimate, Eq. (A-2), which completes the proof.

van a-
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The generalization of the above resxilt to the case for which there are

precisely N boiind states is trivial. It is that the Kohn principle provides

an upper bo\ind on the scattering length proArided that the trial function con-

tains N linear variational multiples of mutually orthogonal trial bound state

functions^ vhere one of the N linear variational parameters can be the trial

7
scattering length. As discussed previously , the trial bound state func-

tions are determined such that they diagonalize the N x N Hamiltonian matrix;

each trial function miist be sufficiently accurate to give binding.

In examining the relative merits of the Kohn and Hulthen prescriptions

16
for evaluating the linear variational parameters in the trial function

vhen one bo\md state exists it is necessary to distinguish between the fol-

lowing two cases:

a) The variational expression provides an upper bound by virtue of the

fact that the trial function can be written as in Eq. {^.k). In this case

both methods will lead to a bound but the Kohn method is to be preferred since

it will provide a lower and therefore better estimate of the scattering length.

b) The trial function can be written as in Eq. (3-5) hut not as in

Eq. (5.^)- Here the Hulthen method need not provide an upper bound while, as

we have just seen, the Kohn method is guaranteed to do so. In this case, it

is no longer true that the Kohn estimate must be more accurate. Indeed, an

9
example of the reverse situation is provided by some of Seaton's results.

Nevertheless one would certainly use the Kohn principle, since it possesses the

very desirable minimum property.

Similar considerations hold when more than one bound state exists. If

no bound states exist case b) does not arise and, as we have pointed out pre-

viously , the Kohn method should be used to obtain the bound on the scatter-

ing length.
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TAELE I. Upper Bounds on Electron-Atomic Hydrogen Singlet

and Triplet Scattering Lengths. R^ is the Consistency Ratio
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TABLE II. Table of Linear Variational

Parameters and of Exponential Parameters
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Math. Rev., I6, II86 (1955).

Formulation of the Kohn-Hulthen VariationaJ.

Principle in Terms of the Scattering Opera-
tor Formalism

Published - Phys.Rev., 92, 8l7 (1955)-

Math. Rev., I5, 587 (195*+).

A Variational Calculation of the Elastic
Scattering of Electrons by Hydrogen Atoms

Published - Phys.Rev., 95, 1225 (195^)-

A Self-Consistent Calculation of the Disso-
ciation of Oxygen in the Upper Atmosphere;

Published - Phys.Rev., 9I, 1^4-08 (l955)-

The Origin of the E-Layer of the Ionosphere

Published - Phys.Rev., 92, 1101 (1955).

Apr. '52

Apr. '52

Aug. '52

Dec. '52

Jan. '55

Apr. '53

Apr. '55

Apr. '55

July '55
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CX-10 J.B. Keller

CX-11 E. Bauer

CX-12 H. Moses

CX-13 H- ifoses

CX-1^ E. Bauer and
Ta-You Wu

CX-15 S. Schvebel

CX-I6 S. Borowltz

CX-17 E. Bauer

CX-18 H. Moses and
I. Kay

Aug. '55

Oct. '55

Derivation of the Bohr-Sommerfeld Quant\mi July ' 55
Conditions from an Asymptotic Solution of
the Schrodinger Equation

Published - Annals of Physics^ h^ 18O (l958).

Self-Consistent Field Equations for H„ and H,
^ 5

The Scattering Operator in Quantum Mechanics,
Part I - The Properties of the Scattering
Operator from the Time-Dependent Schrodinger
Equation

(See CX-15)

Math.Rev., I6, Il86.(l955).

!Che Seatt^ering Operator in Quantum Mechanics, Dec. '55

Part II - The Scattering Operator Fonnalism
and other Formalisms

PubHsfaed - ( CX-12 and GX-I5, portion of the
material) - Phys.Rev., 96, 519 (l95^)-

Published - ( CX-12 and CX-I5, summary) -

II HuoTO Cimento, 1, IO5 (1955)-

Math. Rev., I6, llS? (l955).

The Cooling of a Gas by Radiation Apr. '5^

Published - Proc.Phys.Soc. of London, A 67,

741 (195^).

An Evaluation of Approximation Methods for May '5^

Three-Body Scattering Problems

Published - Phys.Rev., 105 , 8l4 (l956).

Math. Rev., I6, II87 (1955)-

Math,Rev., I8, 701 (1957).

A Perturbation Calciilation of the Elastic June '5^

Scattering of Electrons by Hydrogen Atoms

Published - Phys.Rev., 96, I525 (l95^)-

A Method for Calculating Cross Sections for Oct. "^k

Molecular Collisions

Published - J.Chem.Phys., 25, IO87 (l955)-

The Determination of the Scattering Potential Jan. '55

from the Spectral Measure Function

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 2, 917 (l955)-

Math.Rev., I6, 929 (1955).

Math.Rev., 17, 572 (1956).
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CX-19 H. Moses and
I. Kay

CX-20 H. Moses and
I. Kay

CX-21 E. Bauer and
Ta-You Wu

CX-22 S. Borowltz
and M. Klein

CX-23 B. Zumino

CX.-2k L. Spruch

CX-25 T. Kato

CX-26 H. Moses

The Determination of the Scattering Potential June '55

from the Spectral Measure Function. Part II -

Point Eigenvalues and Proper Elgeni\inctions

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 3, 66 (1956).

Math.Rev., 17, I55 (l956).

Math.Rev., 17, 7^0 (1956).

The Determination of the Scattering Potential Sept. '55
from the Spectral Measure Function. Part III -

Calculation of the Scattering Potential from
the Scattering Operator for the One-Dimensional
Schrodlnger Equation

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 5> 276 (1956).

Math. Rev., 17, ^^9 (1956).

Dissociative Recombination Oct. '55

Published - Canadian J. of Phys., ^, lk^6

(1956).

A Perturbation Calciolation of the Inelastic Nov. '55

Scattering of Electrons by Hydrogen Atoms

Published - Phys. Rev., 105, 6l2 (l956).

On the Formal Theory of Collisions and Reaction Max. '56

Processes

Math.Rev., 19, 920 (1958).

On the Eigenvalues Which Give Upper and Lover Apr. '56

Bounds on Scattering Waves

Published - Phys,Rev., 109 , 2l4if (1958).

Math.Rev., 17, IO88 (1956).

On the Eigenvalues of Many-Particle Systems in Apr. '56

Quantum Mechanics

Published - Comm. Pure and Appl. Math., 10, I5I

(1957).

Math.Rev., 17, I260 (1956).

Math.Rev., 19, 501 (1958).

The Kohn-Hulthen Variational Procedure for the J\ine '56

Scattering Operator and the Reactance Operator.

Part I - Elementary Form of the Variational

Principle

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 2, 120 (1957).

Math.Rev., I8, 5^0 (1957).

Math.Rev., 19, 1150 (1958)-
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CX-27 H. Moses The Kohn-Hulthen Variational Procedure for
the Scattering Operator and the Reactance
Operator, Part II - Procedures Independent
of the Normalization of the Trial Functions

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 5, l^J-i^- (l957).

Math. Rev., I8, 5ij-0 (1957).

Coupling of Optic and Acoustic Modes of
Vihration in Crystals

Published - J.Chem.Phys., 26, l^J-^O (1957).

Math. Rev., I8, 6l2 (l957).

CX-29 H. Greenberg and A Variational Calculation of the Scattering

July '56

CX-28 E. Bauer

CX-5^

CX-35

CX-36

Borowitz

CX-30 L. Spruch

CX-31 M. Salkoff and
E. Bauer

CX-52 I. Kay and
H. Moses

CX-33 E. Bauer

R. Akerlb and
S. Borowltz

Cross Section for Nearly Zero Energy by
Hydrogen Atoms

Published - Phys.Rev., I08 , 7l6 (1957).

Math. Rev., 19, 6l2 (1958).

Bounds on Scattering Phase Shifts

Published - Phys.Rev., 109, 2lij-9 (1958).

Excitation of Molecular Vibration by Collision

Published - J.Chem.Phys., 29, 26 (l958).

The Determination of the Scattering Potential
from the Spectral Measure Function, Part IV-

' Pathological' Scattering Problems in One-

Dimension

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 5, 25O (1957).

Quantum Theory of Chemical Reaction Rates

Paper presented at Wisconsin Symposium on

Reaction Rates

The Application of the Impulse Approximation
to the Inelastic Scattering of Electrons by
Hydrogen Atoms

CD. LaBudde and The Evaluation of Two and Three-Center Inte-

R. Sahni grals Arising In Calculations on Molecular
Structure

E.E. Moses and
S.F. Tuan

Accepted - J. Chem Phys.

Potentials with Zero Scattering Phase

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 1^, Ser. 10,

197 (1959).

Sept. '56

Apr. '57

May ' 57

July '57

Sept. '57

Mar. '58

July '58

Sept. '58

Nov. '58
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CX-37 K. Omidvar Non-Adiabatic Treatment of Elastic Scattering Jan. '59

of Electrons by Atomic Hydrogen

CX-38 S. Rubinov and Asymptotic Solution of Eigenvalue Problems

J.B. Keller
Accepted - Annals of Physics

Feb. '59

CX-39 S. Rubinow Effective Two-Body Method for Two-Electron Atoms Feb. '59

CX-^0 L. Spruch and
L. Rosenberg

Low Energy Scattering by a Compound System: Feb. '59

Positrons on Hydrogen

Submitted - Phys . Rev

.

CX-^1 P. Walsh and

S. Horowitz
The Application of Wave Functions Containing Apr. '59

Interelectron Coordinates. I - The Ground State
Energy of Lithium

Accepted - Phys . Rev

.

CX-42 B. Rosen Relativistic Coulomb Scattering Apr. '59

CX-^5 L. Spruch and
L. Rosenberg

Upper Boimds on Scattering Lengths for Static
Potentials

Accepted - Phys . Rev

.

Oct. '59

CX-^^ L. Spruch Upper Bounds on Scattering Lengths When

L. Rosenberg and Composite Bound States Exist

T. F. O'Malley
Submitted - Phys. Rev.

Oct. '59

CX-'+5 S. Borovitz and The Application of Wave Functions Containing

P. Walsh Interelectron Coordinates.

II . The Ground State Energy of Atoms

Dec. '59
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List of Publications Not Based on Reports

S. Borovitz and Three-Body Scattering Problems
B . Fri edman

Phys.Rev., 93, 251 (l95^)

.

S. Borovitz Electron-Ion Recombination at Low Pressiires

Trans. AIEE, 72, Part I: h^O (1953)-

H. Moses Calciilation of the Scattering Potential from
Reflection Coefficients

Phys. Rev., 102, 559 (1956).

J. Keller,
I . Kay and

J . Shmoys

Determination of the Potential from Scattering Data

Phys.Rev., 102, 557 (1956).

J. Keller Bounds on Phase Shifts

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 5, 1122 (1957)'

H. Moses Pathological Scattering in One Dimension

Published - II Nuovo Cimento, 5, 250 (1957)

E. Bauer and
Ta-You Wu

Thermal Expansion in a Linear Chain

Phys.Rev., 10^^, 91^ (1956).

E. Bauer and
M. Salkoff

Vibrational Relaxation Times in Oxygen

Published - J.Chem.Phys., JO, l6lV (1959)
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